THE ANATOMY OF ZEBRA MOBILE COMPUTERS

MOBILITY DNA
The genetic code that gives Zebra mobile computers distinct enterprise capabilities.

A Unique Software Ecosystem

MANAGEMENT TOOLS
Device and app management simplified via centralized tools and fortified by enterprise-class security.

- Greater Control & Visibility
- Optimal Updates
- Faster Troubleshooting

PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS
Quick-install support tools to provide better user experience, faster data capture and increased productivity.

- Make Jobs Easier
- Complete Tasks Quicker
- More Accuracy & Less Overtime

BUSINESS TOOLS
Productivity solutions to optimize the way enterprise workers communicate and interact.

- Improve Workforce Communications
- Increase Worker Collaboration
- Better Workflow Efficiencies

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Seamless integration for smarter, quicker and easier enterprise app development.

- Smoother OS Migration
- Faster Deployments
- Less Errors & Delays

PROTECTING THE ECOSYSTEM
Mx is a layer of features that fortifies Android™ for enterprise with superior security and control.

- Lock Apps
- Government-Grade Encryption
- Risk Protection

ALL BUILT AROUND THE ANDROID OPERATING SYSTEM

- Greater Flexibility
- Reduce Training & Adoption Times
- Maximize Productivity

Discover the enterprise characteristics of Mobility DNA
Contact your Zebra rep today or visit www.zebra.com/MobilityDNA
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